
 

 

3rd Transnational Meeting - Ravenna, Italy 
 

Meeting Agenda 
 

 
 

1- Mobility dates for Germany and Turkey 
2- Documents to be sent to Greece about the dictionary 
3- Tranportation information about the mobility to Germany 
4- Age difference between German students and other project partner students 
5- Mobility programmes and their content 
6- Pocket money problem for students 
7- Feedback about the activities and arrangements in Ravenna. 
8- Thank you letters for parents participating the programme. 
9- Keeping up the mobility days during the travels. ( Additional item ) 
10- Closing Remarks. 
 
Discussions 
 
The meeting started with the welcoming remarks and good wills of the Italian school 
project coordinator Elettra Stamboulis and then the delegates went on discussing the 
items on the meeting agenda. 
 
1- The mobility date for Germany was reminded to the delegates which is from 24th Feb to 
4th March 2017. Each partner stated that the dates were appropriate for them. 
 
The mobility date for Turkey was discussed and as a result the best date was said to be 
between 24th April and 29th April 2017. All the partners agreed about the date. 
 
2- The partners were reminded to send thier documents for the dictionary to Greece before 
the end of the year. The document will be about the people who contributed the 
Democracy in their countries and enclosed the information there will be the photos or pop 
art drawings related to the topic. 
 



 

 

3- The transportation from the airport to the Bremerhaven was discussed and the German 
partner said the best way is to get the city is to take the bus from the airport to the city 
center and then another bus to their town. But Sebastian also stated that he could try to 
arrange cars to pick the partners from the airport to his town. Further information will be 
provided by Sebastian later on. 
 
4- The delagates discussed the age difference between German students and the rest. 
Sebastian said that he would try to arrange older students to host the students from other 
countries. Another option was, the students will be spending much of the time with the 
group outside and at school doing project activities abd visits and in the evening the older 
students could go out with the others if they want, and the younger ones will stay with the 
families. The partners will get more information from Sebastian in coming days. 
 
5- The delegates discussed about the mobility programme and it was stated that some 
points were not clear enough in the programme which caused some misunderstandings. 
All the delegates agreed that in the programme everything should be written clearly and 
the expenses should be calculated and enclosed to the programme for the partner schools 
for arranging the mobility budgets. 
 
6- Another item on the meeting agenda was the issue of pocket money for travelling 
students. It was agreed that the students should get some pocket money from their 
parents and if needed and urgent a little amout of money could be given to students from 
the project budget. Parents should be informed about this issue during the parents 
meeting before the mobility. 
 
7- All the delegates agreed that the activities and the arrangements were very satisfactory 
and they all were highly contend about the flexibility of the programme. Deapature 
arrangements were discussed and no problem was confornted. 
 
8- It was stated that after hosting the guests it would be great to send thank you letter to 
the participating families for joining the programme and hosting the students. The partners 
agreed and supported the idea. 
 
9- It is highly adviced that all the partners should keep up with the mobility days starting 
from sunday and ending on saturday for the unity of the group since it was discussed and 
approved during our previous meeting in Greece. Bulgarian team is kindly requested to 
keep up with the mobility days since we all have troubles in finding flights or catching up 
with the things at school. Decisions made at the meetings by us all should be fullfilled as 
much as possible. 
 
10- The meeting ended with the good wishes of the hosting country's coordinator Elettra 
Stamboulis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


